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FORE'WORD
This report summarizes the progress of titre Auburn University
Electrical Engineering Department toward fulfillment of the require-
ments in NASA Contract NAS8-11184. The contract is administered by
the Engineering Experiment Station. Monthly progress letters have
been submitted prior to this report.
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	 I . INTRODUCTION'
Id the damign of a Comm so,10 tLIOn litEk, a4oqu"LO ehaeaeLVLIZY ALLon
of the transmission channel is imperative. All disturbances, sources
of distortion, and sources of noise must be evaluated. This charac-
terization will aid the designer in determining power requirements,
the advantages of various terminal locations, achievable bandwidth, sys-
tem reliability, and component requirements. To this end, the effort
during this reporting period was directed toward the description of
the satellite-earth transmission channel at Ka-band. Attention was
focused on amplitude variations, limitations, and distortion. The fol-
lowing section reports the areas studied and the results of their
evaluation.
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II. AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS, LIMITATIONS,
AND DISTORTIONS
A. Ionospheric Attenuation
In an ionized medium, free electrons are set in motion by a pro-
pagating electromagnetic wave. Periodic forces exerted on the elec-
trons cause them to vibrate. Absorption of energy occurs when these
electrons give up energy through collisions with the heavier ions and
neutral particles that are present.
If a complex refractive index, no is assumed,
n 2 - (u-iX) 2	(1)
where ,, - the real part of no
X - the imaginary part of no
and the behavior of the imaginary part, X, dictates the amount of absorp-
tion in the medium. The absorption coefficient, K, may be defined
as (1]
(2)K -	 X
c
where w - the radian frequency of the wave,
c - the speed of light,
z:.us providing a measure of attenuation per unit distance.
-	 Neglecting the earth's magnetic field, K may be evainated from
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the Appleton-Hartree formulas (2] as follows:
e2 1	 N 
K	 2eomc a w 2+v 2 	 ^)
where e - OW charge on an elaceron,
e o - the permittivity of free space..;
m - the mass of an electron,
N - the electron number density,
v - the angular collision.frequency of the electrons.
This absorption may be mathematically classed as deviative or ron-
deviative. Non-deviative absorption implies a = 1 and the product Nv
large. Deviative absorption occurs as u approaches zero.
With w - 2n(35 x 10 9 ), w>>v and the conditions for non-deviative
absorption are met. From (3), it may be observed that losses are
inversely proportional to the square of the frequency. Millman [3]
has determined maximum daytime attenuation to be 1.28 dB at 100 :biz.
This figure implies losses of 10 -5 dB at Ka-band.
With such a low level of absorption, variations in this figure
due to diurnal changes, seasonal changes, and winter anomally, ^'a
middl e-latitude seasonal phenomena of increased absorption), are of
no consequence. The effects of solar flare absorption events, auroral
absorption events, and polar-cap absorption events may be approximated
by assuming that each varies inversely as the square of fre;-aency [4].
This method of approximation being accepted ; calculations base.: on
measured data at lower frequencies may b ,_ c.:rlied out. Giese c.._,:ula-
tions snow absorption due to the pc-_nomera ioove :J De ricbiiolu -y siwa.Ll,
also.
`	 t
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4B.	 Tropospheric Attenuation.
Clear-weather absorption
The constituent gases of the troposphere ara 	 :or zhe
ntt@n ,4atiPn of the milltm ptp r wAvP. 8R It	 trpVprc as	 r"Lilot, will.
water vapor and oxygen having by far the greatest effect in the EHF
portion of the spectrum. 	 Several other gases possess highly absorptive
characteristics at these frequencies, but because of their low molecu-
lar densities they contribute insignificantly to overall attenuation..
The coupling of energy from a passing wave to gaseoL:s T:.o.ecules
is attributable to the dipole moments of the substances.	 Water vapor
possesses a strong electric moment while oxygen, being paramagnetic,
has associated with it a magnetic moment.	 Both molecules have numerous
possible modas of rotation and vibration correspc:ndent to each of
which is a discreet energy level.	 Every transition from one energy
level to another may be related to a frequency.
Excited by the passing wave, a gas molecule experiences a transi-
tion to a higher energy level and a new dynamic mode with the specific
transition being determined by the frequency of the wave. 	 An amount
I
of energy equal to the change in energy level of the -olecule is then
transferrer from the wave and an attenuative effect is coserved.
Straiton and Tolbert [S] have published measu:^:d values :^f at ,::.:a-
tion due to water vapor at five elevations.	 These c.a a are shown. in
Fig. 1.	 Computations from these data yield a value of 0.0273 dB/km in
a vertical column from sea level to a height of 8.5 km for a sea-level
vapor density of 1 g/m 3 .	 With the assorption thac wat . •r v^,-a: c ::.oi..y
ell
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Fig. I.--Water vapor absorption at five elevations
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kilometers, attenuation fror. 8.5 km to 20 ko, in such a colum. will be
0.0004 dB. The total attenuation, then, in a 20 k-M column is 0.0277 63.
.o find vortical attonuatl6n for oradL_r values of sea--avel water
vapor density the figure above should be multiplied by that density.
	
_/
	
Should the ground terminal be situated at an elevation a;preciably above
sea level, adjustments in the figures are easily made. Values of sea-
level vapor density range from 1 g/m 3 to 20 g /m3 in temp erate latitudes
with 7.5 g/m 3 being generally accepted as a typical figure.
Denoting sea-level vapor density by the symbol M, and the zanith
angle by y, total losses due to water vapor absorption along a pract'.cal
path are represented as
Ad 20 = 0.0277(M) (sec y) dB
	
(4)
For a value of M = 7.5 g/m 3 and a zenith angle of 60 0 , attenuation in
dB due to water vapor along the path is
Ali 2 
0 - 0.0277(7.5)(sec 600)
= 0.4155 dB.
Classical work in the absorption of electromagnetic energy by
molecular oxygen was done by Van Vleck and Weisskopf in 1945 L7 6] and
Van Vlecic in 1947 [7]. Unfortunately, the Van Vleck-Weisskopf equations
contain an empirical parameter. Proper values of this constant, the
so-called line-breadth constant are in doubt I S J- EXPeri e n, t':.l
_i
-1
J
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measurements of oxygen losses for one-way propagation through the at-.o-
sphere have been made (9,10]. 	 Values between 0.:5 dB and 0.20 d; are
indicatei for zenith attenuation.	 The usual means fn- dcte.... .. 	 _..
loos figure is the collecting of lose data over a perio4 of 	 tii.:e a:
a function of absolute humidity and the extrapolation of these data to
_7 zero absolute humidity.	 The most recent suggested value obtained by
this method is 0.17 dB	 (9).
A
Investigation of the Van Vleck-Weisskopf equations reveals a com-
plicated dependence on temperature and pressure.	 Not only do these
two parameters appear explicitly, but their effect on the aforementioned
line-breadth constant is considerable.
In the absence of further experimental data and with consideration
for the magnitude of other effects in the propagation path, attempt-
•
ing highly accurate computation of losses due to molecular oxygen seems
unjustifiable.
9
J Upcoming propagation experiments in connection with the Applica-
tions Technology Satellite (ATS) program should yielC. exLre,:mely valuable
a
information in this area.	 Hopefully, future investigations will show
that atmospheric absorption may be heuristically determined prom
i
available meteorological information, thus yielding improved accuracy
with mathematically simple techniques.
As with water vapor losses, absorption losses due to oxygen along
• an actual propagation path may be found by multiplying zenith attanua-
tion by the secant of the zenith angle.
8Attenuation in clouds and rain
In propagating through terrestrial cloud cover, millimeter wave
energy may be lost through both the mechanises of abso:pciorn, and sci-tter-
ing. baeause the water droplotd wi:ieh eornotiLuLi: c 0u1S cra ucVClly
	
J	 -.
10 um or less in diameter, absorption is the more prevalent of the two.
The absorption coefficient is proportional to water content per
unit volume. Observing this, one may express the total loss as
fi
Ac = pMr dB
	
(5)
.3
where p = absorption of the water particles (dB/km per g/m3)
3
x
	 M = water volume density (g/m3)
_s
	
- i
	
r = path length through clouds (km)
	
i	
Table I gives published values of the constant p.
1
TABLE I
PUBLISHED VALUES-OF THE FACTOR p
AT 35 GHz
P
	
T
dB/km per g/m3
	
oC	 Source
	
1.10	 0	 Holzer, 1965 "13]
	
0.487	 18	 Goldstein, 1951 [12]
	
0.70	 0	 Mitchell, 1964 [11]
	0.30	 20	 Mitchell, 1964 [11]
9It is noted that values due to Mitchell [11] indicate a variation in
the value of p that is on the order of two for a temperature vuriaticr.
of 20 0 C. Fig. 2 shows temperature correction Factors (ror.._.lizad to
18 0 C) for wavalangtha of 0.5 cm and 1.25 cm from CoiistQln [12], A
curve for 0.86 cm has been interpolated. From Table I and Fig. 2, a
value of 0.88 dB/km per g/m 3 is taken as an average value for p of 0 0
 C.
Values of M range from minute fractions to about 3 Z/m 3 in clouds.
Water content in land fogs may go up to 0.2 g/m 3 , while concentrations
t	 in heavy sea fogs may exceed those in moderate rainfalls.
I
Holzer [13] has made useful suggestions for anticipating losses
in cloud cover. Based on climatological studies, the worst enduring
cloud conditions in temperate climates are those associated with a
frontal zone. When such a zone is present, the area affected by cloud
cover is, for present purposes, unlimited. Clouds are unbroken and
extend vertically from about 2.5 km to about 6 km. A liquid water con-
tent of 0.3 g/m 3 in such clouds is to be reasonably expected.
In tropical zones, an effort to predict signal deterioration in
clouds leads to the consideration of quite a different configuration.
Not infrequently, cloud cover in these portions of the world consists
of a heavy layer of moisture between 0.25 km and 2.75 km with less
dense pillars rising. to 23 km. These piiler-like clouds (cumulonimbus)
average 15 km in horizontal extent with separations of about 25 km.
These two models, shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , allow reasonable margins
for attenuation in clouds to be calculated. Values for lasses in fair-
weather clouds fall Well below those associa eci wic.i z'ae. made^a o%v V.'.
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Fig. 2.--Temperature correction factors for absorption by water. particles.
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' Figures 5 and	 6	 show anticipated attenuation in Temperate and tropical
. zones,	 respectively.	 In the case of the tropical model, 	 gro; nd tLr.:._	 al
position was chosen so as to produce pessimistic loss f,ures.
The single factor that most strongly influences milli meter propa-
gation is precipitation.	 At 35 GHz,	 losses in rain are due both to
t
scattering and to absorption, the difference between the precipitation
situation and that existing in clouds or fog being that the particles
under consideration become an appreciable portion of a wavelength. 	 In
fact,	 raindrops sometimes attain diametrical dimensions of 0.7 cm.
f
The original work on the interaction of a wavefront with a spherical
dielectric particle was done by Mie in 1908 [14].	 Numerous investiga-
tors have made calculations based on the Mie theory. 	 Because the magni-
tude of the Effects are dependent on both particle size and particle
number, no degree of accurate prediction is possible without detailed
meteorological data.	 While theory is sufficient to evaluate losses
in ideal rainfall configurations, experimental results have shown si^nai
deterioration to fall well outside predicted boundaries.
The only readily available characteristic of rainfall is preci2i-
tation rate and this has been well related to drop size and number.
It is generally accepted that a straight-line relationship may ^e estab-
lished between attenuation per unit distance and precipitation rate.
.gat is, for a given wavelength the attenuation due to precipitation, It.?,
may be expressed as
A  . Kpr dB	 (6)
where K - a constant dependent on wavelength (dB/km per mm/hr)
-M
gt,&
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p - the precipitation rate
r - path length through the precipitation
However, several factors hinder attempts to desc:i" ': a rai.-,fall. T.-.a
precipitation is by nature inhon,ogan.:ous 141..1 Lh-is cc..:.lielon its ao-rovu..;u
by the effects of wind. Also, techniques for measuring precipitation
rates along the path have been inadequate in that they h-ve provided
samplings insufficient in number and considerably lagging in ti=e t;.e
atmospheric conditions.
For the purposes of engineering design, the best data is that made
available by Medhurst [15]. In his work, revised calcula.ions on the
classical basis are presented and compared to all availa^le experi:.enzal
data; disagreement is noted as quite evident and quite sizeable. Com -
bining measured data from eleven publications, up?er, lower, and mean
values of the canstant K are fixed. For a wavelenoth of 8.6 rm the
values of K (dB/km per mm/hr) are:
upper — 0.52
lower — 0.15
mean	 — 0.40.
in this analysis, calculations will be made using Equaticn (6; aru a
the Slope On the curve "or tae LrGPICc:l I-..J.:.a:.L iS tu:. SWbi^^:i, ^•:Z .:
value of 0.40 dB/km per mm/hr for K.
In temperate zones, precipitation begins at a heig::t near 3 kw,
whereas tropical rains extend to about 1 km. Figs. 7 and 3 show A 
for vertical propagation as a function of precipitation rote. ^:ouoa
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consideration of ground terminal site the frequency and ir:_ensity o=
rainfall must be taken into account.
Attenuation due to ice and snow
Whar, procipi totion takop on a a9lid form the	 i cart of
the refractive index decreases drastically. Calculations i::dicate
attenuation due to hailstones to be in the range of 10-3 G2o/kr„ per
stone /m 3
 [12]. While attempts to measure the effects of snowfall meez
with obvious difficulties, dry snow should give rise to very small
F
	 values of attenuation. Moist snow, on the other hand, is expected to
L
	
yield values on the order of 2.5 times those due to rainfall with the
r
same water content (161. This is probably due to the large concentra-
tion of particles near the precipitation level.
C. Refractive Effects
Using the Appleton-Hartree equations to describe a wave in the
environment of the ionosphere, it is proper tc write
where u = the real part of the refractive index
X = wN/w2,
Y = wH/w
Y  = wL/w
YT=wT/w
w = angular frequency of the radio wave
wX = angular plasma frequency = [\e2/eom;'/2
WT casino
20
wH M angular gyro frequency of an electron
wL ° Wilcos6
6 - the angle between wave normal and magnetic field
N - electron number density
C o = permittivity of free space
m = the mass of an electron
e = the charge on an electron
From this, propagation is classed as "quasi-iongitudinal" or "quasi-
transverse" according to the relative magnitudes of tae terms under
the radic.il in the denominator. If
Y4
T	 2
> > 4Y
	 (8)
(I-X)2	 L
the class is QT (quasitransverse). If
4
YT	 < < 4Y^	 (9)
(1-X)2	 L
the class is QL (quasi-longitudinal). As the names suggest, tae two
classifications correspond to approximating the angle, 6, becwaen the
wave normal and the magnetic field Lo be O o (QL) or 90 0 	This
dependence on 6 may be witnessed in the definitions of Wr say
The transitional angle, 6_, between the two cases is give.. by i-41
sin6 c tan6 c = 2w	 (10)
WH
In the ionosphere, wH typically has vaiL,^!s i.. the range of i- 7 rad/sac.
If, then, w = 27(35 x 10 9 ) - 2.196 x 10 11 , t:: e rlonZ Slag of (iG)
i21
becomes extremely large. This implies that the QL condition is satisfied
for almost all cases. Now,
w2	 X_ 1   
1 + YL-y^
A linearly polarized wave propagating in a magneto'_onic medium
may be represented as the sum of two circularly polarized waves of oppo-
site chirality. These component waves are termed the ordinary an--: zhe
extraordinary waves. The value of w obtained by assuming t:ja plus (+)
sign in (11) is associated with the ordinary wave. The s aller of the
two possible values of w, obtained by assi •mino the sinus
associated with the extraordinary wave [ 1]. Since the two constitutive
waves are presented different values of p. they will J2 refracted by
different amounts. The extraordinary wave will always underjo more
i
"bending" as the real part of the refractive index: associated with it
deviates more from unity.
F
EBecause of this, the possibility exists that the two waves will
i
F	 arrive from different directions so that.their respective field vectors
will not be coplanar. This would represent a loss as their reco-bina-
tion at the ground terminal would not be perfect. Co::putacicns carried
out at lower frequencies [17], where this effect would be morn p:cnDunced,
indicate that millimeter propagation should not be significar.zly affect-
ad by this phenomena.
Because different refractive indices result in different phase
velocities, it must be considered that the ordinary and extraordinary
waves might traverse phase paths of different lengths. If Chis were t;,e
3
tf
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case, the two would add at the ground terminal to give linear polariza-
tion, but with an orientation which would be other than that at to
source. This, of course, is the Faraday rotation effect. '_he m^r.it ce
of this effect is calculated as
	
Tr	 R	 5.33 x 10-'
	SZ -T
	
^u+ u_)dR	 W2	
NWLdZ	 X12)
0	 0
where SZ = the rotation of the sum vector along the pat;. in radians,
d â, = element of length along the propagation pat:.,
u+ = the real part of the refractive index associated with the
ordinary wave,
u = the real part of the refractive index associated with the
extraordinary wave.
Since 0 varies as m-2 , results at lower frequencies may be extended
to give values in the range of 5 x 10-`' radians at 35 gigahertz. Obvi-
ously, resulting losses will be negligible.
D. Fading Phenomena
Ionospheric scintillation
In satellite-earth transmissions, irregularities in ionospheric
electron content often manefest themselves in a spatially va:yinb ampli-
tude pattern at the receiver. The effect is much the sa,., e as that of
a diffraction grating and may affect cormunications by a;)pearino as
:ading. This fading is called scintillation. The depth ar.a f:e .^:ency
of this scintillation are determined by: a) relative motion between
the propagation path and the inhomogenieties; b) relative positions of
the transmitter, the irregular regions, and the receiver; c) the radio
L23
frequency of the wave; d) characteristics of the inhomogenieties incluc:-
ing their dimensions and the horizontal gradients of eleccron density
associated with them.
Fluctuations of considerable rapidity and depth have been observed
at HF and VHF [1, 4, 181. In the consideration of this problem at
millimeter wavelengths it is convenient to employ the concept of a
phase-changing screen [19, 201. This screen should be envisioned as a
very thin sheet across whose earthward surface are present phase varia-
tions identical to those across the bottom of an ionospheric region
containing irregular "blobs" of electron density. Though near the
screen only phase variations are observed, amplitude variations develop
as the distance from the scr-ten increases.
In order to anticipate the presence of scintillation, a procedure
outlined by Lawrence, et ai., [4] may be invoked. It has been sao:,ra
that fluctuations will occur if phase variations of about one radian
take place over a distance comparable to the radius of the first Fresnel
zone. The Fresnel zone radius, r l , is given by
r l	/2—X 	 (13)
where
Z 
= a +bb
	
(-=)
and a = the distance from source to screen,
b - the distance from screen to receiver.
As a first approximation, values for a and b are a 	 35,600 km and	 3i
i,
24
i
t	 .
b - 400 km for vertical propagation. The Fresnel zone radius -or t::ese
conditions is 18.45 m. The change in phase path through t o ionizatio-n,
AP, is
ZLP - 40.52	 Ndk	 (15)f	 o
Taking a typical value for the integral to be 10 1- 7 electrons/n' col::-.n,
the change in phase path is 3.30 mm or 2.4 radians. Then for strop
scintillations, a variation of 1 in 2.4, or about 41%, in electron den-
sity over a horizontal distance of 18.45 m would be necessary. lnfor a-
tion presently available [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] indicates that values
for electron density gradient fall far below this, in tha ran. a of 2%
variation over one km.
Scintillations should increase with increasing zenith angle because
both Fresnel zone radius and LP increase with the range. However, cal-
culations for a zenith angle of approximately 80 0 indicate that a
minimum variation in electron density of 7% over a horizontal distance
of 45 meters would be required. Hence, it is concluded that ionospheric
inhomogenieties will be of no consequence for propagation at the fre-
quencies of interest.
ff ,
r
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III. DIRECTION' OF EF,ORT
Auring the next reporting period, it in intenF:vFi t};a4 Oic
terization of the transmission channel be continued. The effects of
turbulent atmosphere may be considerable at millimeter wavelengths and
are to be evaluated as the next step in the process. Dispersive pro-
cessess, phasefront distortion and noise sources will tien be co--sidare"
in order to determine their limiting effects on system perfo.-ance.
Based on this information, recommendations on methods, speci_-cat^o^s,
and system configuration will be made.
t
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ErRADIO FREQUENCY SYSIM-IS
FM Television Transmitter Exciter
Unit Development
M. A. Honnell, W. E. Faust, and H. L. Deffebac:^
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I . Iti•TRG.:JCTION
Durin;, this report-"n; period, good ,ro; resa wa. .,
cor.struccion 4i,d LubLLlg Of Lhd
Major accomplishWents were the completion of t%° z anzmittc-
and the mounting and interconnection of the indivi—al
modules into the case. Efforts were also directed toward (l) t:-.c
testing of the de-to-dc converter, (2) the design of r.:::
networks between the converter outputs and individu.1 t_ansni.te-r
circuits, (3) the determination of the frequency stahil_ty of the
reference oscillator and (4) the initiation of work on a
instruction manual.
II. FABRICATION OF ?.OTOTY?:: =CITr. -;C i;SIT
The major progress this quarter was made in the I6JLi^ ai.rJu	 t:.2
2250 :biz prototype exciter. All of the machinin g operaz ans on =::e
1	 case and on its associated cover plates wexe cor.,"meted. T"-.e
individual circuit boards Ior the exciter u:.-t were also costz::c:.. c..
These circuit modules were then mounted and intercoazeczar4 i:. the case.
The phototiraphs of Figures 9 and 10 show these rodula,, 	 a_e
A photograph of the complete transmitter
-..	
. e
During ti.e next reporting period the major effo^c .ill J2
directed toward solving interface problems in the systet: an.'
complete testing of the transmitter.
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t
Fig. 9 — Top view of the exciter unit.
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Fig. 10 -- Bottom View of the excize r. un.-Lt,
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III. FRZQUZNCY M = = eF
GSCILLA4A v
The cry:.tal-controlled oscillator and buffer a--plifier s o::z 'in
Figure 12 will Le employed as the reference oscillator in the transmitter.
The frequency stability of this reference source waz r.:asured -Zor
variations in temperature from minus-20 degrees to ^^_J- S.: ;;rocs
Celsius. This stability is required, as was shown in t^La st.:::ility
analysis presented in the thirteenth quarterly report, to be a;:
least .003 per cent. Test results on the reference :,sciilatGr, ;ac:ic .
are shown in Figure 13, indicate that it has a f_e;uz=.cy stability G^:
.0018 per cent for the 100-degree temperature varia;.ion.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF DC-:O-DO CJ::Vr .=L_.
Construction c- the redesi-ned do-to-dc convertar circuits t::.t
conforLi to requirements of the prototype'case was coWpietec and t:e
converter was wired into the case. Operating with the shield=_:J ^_.c
filtering provided in the case, the converter-output:-voltage ==;la
and spikes were found to be smaller than thosa obtaine.: frc_
breadboard converter model.
Addi^:ional filtering was added between each
board of the exciter and the voltage outputs of the converter.
filters are designed to provide the isolation required by t
't aia cl:Cill -LG In t1ae A]FO	 of tale ex,;: -z ^.. ^...
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V, TR.'.;IS :imT i L`:SmSJC 100 ?_`.::'JAL A:\7
Work on preparation of an instruction manual for the e::cita_ u:i,:
was initiated. This manual will include schematic diagrams, ;arms
photographs, test data, theory and ad'ustmenz procedures. Along
the manual, documentation of construction procedures inclu6^ng
transmitter case machine drawings, printed-board negatives s:d
machine drawings for the aluminum plates required for the 3i circuit
modules is being prepared.
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